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room. Teachers might thus expediently avoid post-project
criticism.
A teacher who had not been successful in attracting many
pupils' mothers to the school tried an ingenious substitute for
the rnother-teacher-pupil conference. After the class had
considered carefully the garments they thought they needed
or wished to make, each pupil listed three she desired most.
She made a written record of her choices describing each
garment, the amount of material needed for its construction,
and its cost. The lists were carried home to be used in con-
sultation with the parents. The mother's opinion of the
relative value of each article for the girl and authorization of
the one she preferred to have made wrere requested. The
signed lists and their comments were used in re-evaluating the
pupils' estimates and starting t& projects. A major guar-
antee of satisfaction at the conclu^gtifTproject is that the
pupil, his parents, and the teacher lS%*^6enaiS£ed for it,
that the pupil wishes to do it, and that he has a large part in
planning what to do and how to do it.
The question may be asked: <rWhere do the boys stand in
this picture?" The answer differs according to locality and
custom. Because of the tradition that only girls need to know
how to sew, school instruction in clothing and the arts and
sciences related to it has largely been restricted to them.
Boys, however, like to construct costumes for their plays and
to make gifts and things for the home. They need to know
how to darn and to make rudimentary repairs on their clothes.
A knowledge of textiles, of standards of workmanship, and of
repairing may help a boy to be interested in being well
groomed and well dressed. Mediums for learning need not
be grimly serious to be effective. The following experiences
were engaged in by a mixed group of pupils.
A SEVENTH GRADE MAKES CHRISTMAS GIFTS
A group of seventh grade pupils were talking among themselves
about Christinas—what they wanted to receive and what gifts they

